Very Basic Guide to University of Chicago (Turabian) Citation Style

Bibliography

Bible
Bible verses are not included in a bibliography, only cited in the body of a paper. For the first citation in your paper, indicate the version cited in parentheses following the quote. For subsequent citation, do not indicate version.

Example:
First citation: (2 Kgs 10:1 NRSV)
Subsequent citations: (2 Kgs 10:1)

Book

Book on Kindle

Classic Book, Translated

Classic Book in Series Quoted in Another Book

Book Chapter

Commentary (print)

Commentary with individually written articles (online)

Dictionary article (online)

Dictionary article (print)
Encyclopedia article (online, from a reliable reference work with substantial, authored articles)

Periodical article

Video on YouTube

Bibliographic Citation of Moodle Video
Footnotes

1. Put the insertion point where you want the footnote reference number to appear in the text.

2. On the References tab in the Footnotes group, select the **Insert Footnote** button.

3. Enter your footnote.

Example

Here is a footnote for an article in the *Anchor Bible Dictionary*.¹ Now, a footnote for a journal article.² Now, a commentary.³ This is how you cite a book.⁴ This is an online encyclopedia with pages.⁵ Here is how you cite an online encyclopedia article without pages.⁶ Here is how you cite a classic book.⁷ Here is how you cite a classic book that was quoted in another book.⁸ Here is how to cite a YouTube video.⁹ Here is how to cite a Moodle lecture.¹⁰


